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UNIVERSITY ACCREDITATION PROGRAM POLICY 
 

Document 214059 
Context and Purpose 
The CIA University Accreditation Program (UAP) Policy establishes standards for: 

a. Mapping university course content to the CIA education syllabus at 85 percent or 
greater coverage; 

b. The appropriate number and type of faculty dedicated to teaching courses for 
exemption; 

c. Exemption grade calculation for students; 
d. Having professional representation of the Institute (an FCIA, or an ACIA with another 

Fellow designation) in the form of an accreditation actuary dedicated to the program in 
each university; and 

e. Having review mechanisms in place to monitor the program. 

These measures ensure that the CIA’s exemptions achieve or surpass the acceptable 
achievement standards for the professional exams that they represent. Through a collaborative 
approach and ongoing monitoring and review, the system for accrediting universities and 
providing exam exemptions to students will be continually improved. 

For quality control, the CIA relies on: the work of the Accreditation Panels and the 
Accreditation Committee, who make recommendations; the professional integrity and ethics 
of the accreditation actuary (AcA) in each university; and robust mid- and full term reviews, 
including the appointment of an external examiner to each university. These quality-control 
measures will aid in maintaining and improving standards over the long term. 

 
Scope 
This policy applies to CIA accredited universities and to those wishing to apply for 
accreditation under the UAP, and outlines the process for university students wishing to obtain 
UAP exemptions from the CIA. 

The UAP gives actuarial students the option of applying to the CIA for exemptions from some 
of the early professional examinations that the Institute recognizes, based on achieving the 
minimum exemption grade in each course mapped to the CIA education syllabus. 

The CIA does not guarantee that the exemptions it grants to students towards Associate 
(ACIA) and Fellow (FCIA) enrolment in the Institute will be recognized by other actuarial 
organizations towards other designations. However, the CIA’s goal is to ensure to the greatest 
extent possible that the FCIA is an internationally portable designation and that Canadians 
continue to have broad career choices and mobility. 
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Under the principles of control and good judgement, the CIA, acting through its relevant 
committees, reserves the right to apply, interpret, and enforce the policy as appropriate. 

 
Policy Statements 
1. Track Record for Teaching Actuarial Science 

 
a. The university shall have a recognized track record of teaching actuarial science 

subjects and shall demonstrate its commitment to operating and supporting its actuarial 
program on a long-term basis. 

b. The university shall maintain and enhance cooperation and collaboration with the local 
employer community and shall attempt to track the placement success of its students 
in the community, where possible. 

2. Research 
The university shall: 

a. Have a recognized capability for teaching and research in the areas of actuarial 
science, accounting, economics, finance, and statistics; and 

b. Have, or be prepared to demonstrate, its commitment to having an active research 
program in issues of direct relevance to the actuarial profession. An active research 
program means academic staff members actively producing and publishing work 
and/or working on related professional matters through actuarial professional bodies. 

3. Validation by Education Experience 
The university shall, at a minimum, meet all the requirements of the Society of 
Actuaries/Casualty Actuarial Society/CIA for courses eligible for Validation by Educational 
Experience (VEE) credits. 

4. Quality Assurance 
a. The university shall have good internal systems of quality assurance of education and 

examination processes. 
b. The university shall be prepared to submit copies of examinations, examination scripts 

(appropriately anonymized), and other relevant material to any review process of the 
CIA. 

c. Where possible, the university shall provide data on the success rates of its students on 
actuarial exams and data on the employment status of recent graduating classes. 

5. Discipline Processes 
The university shall have in place effective disciplinary processes to deal with cheating and 
other forms of student misconduct that undermine the integrity of the system. 

6. Enhancing Awareness of the Profession 
a. The university shall work co-operatively with the CIA to enhance the actuarial 

profession, and to ensure awareness of the CIA within the student community. 

b. The university shall demonstrate a commitment to promoting the active participation 
of its actuarial faculty in professional actuarial matters through actuarial professional 
bodies. 

c. The CIA shall work with the universities to support students’ professional orientation, 
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by way of guest lectures and visits to actuarial science classes, as appropriate. 

7. Identifiable Actuarial Program 
a. The university shall have an identifiable actuarial program leading to at least a 

bachelor’s degree that requires at least three years of full-time (or equivalent) study; or 

b. A master’s degree program that requires at least one year of full-time (or equivalent) 
study. 

This does not preclude a university from holding short intensive courses, or from 
conducting part-time studies. 

8. Ability to Attract Students and Faculty 
The university shall demonstrate that it is able to attract sufficiently high-calibre students and 
academic faculty for a viable teaching program. 

9. Academic Standard for Entry 
The actuarial program of the university shall have a suitable minimum academic standard for 
student entry. 

10. Faculty 
a. Each course for exemption shall be taught by appropriately qualified instructors. 

b. The university shall employ sufficient and appropriate academic staff to substantiate 
an identifiable actuarial program. 

At a minimum, the university shall employ the following: 

i. One full-time faculty member who holds the Fellow-level designation FCIA, or 
holds the FSA, FCAS, FIA, FIAA, or equivalent and is an Associate of the 
CIA; 

ii. One additional full-time faculty member who holds either a Fellow-level 
designation, or is an Associate of the CIA; 

iii. One additional full- or part-time faculty member who is primarily teaching 
actuarial courses or who has an active actuarial research program; and 

iv. Relevant to the actuarial program size, sufficient additional full- or part-time 
faculty members, and instructors, preferably who hold a Fellow- or Associate-
level actuarial designation, or whose teaching duties are mainly directed to 
courses eligible for actuarial examination exemption, to sufficiently sustain the 
program and to ensure faculty succession planning over the long term. 

c. Shall meet any guidelines for faculty as established by the Accreditation Committee 
(AC) from time to time. 

The AC may determine the specific required number of faculty per accredited university 
based on the size and nature of the actuarial program, and may include in its assessment any 
full- and part-time faculty, as defined by the policy, who are dedicated to teaching courses 
for exemption, or who have an active research program. The AC may recommend that the 
university add additional faculty as it deems appropriate. 

The number of actuarial and other academic staff members shall be proportionately 
appropriate to support the size and nature of the actuarial program and the number of courses 
offered, and shall provide the Institute with assurance of sustainability and succession 
planning over the long term. 
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Where a university loses faculty that may affect its ability to meet the policy requirements 
due to attrition or other causes, the university shall notify the AC immediately and provide a 
plan to address the gap. 

11. Accreditation Actuary 
a. The university shall nominate one full-time faculty member as the accreditation 

actuary (AcA). 
b. The AcA serves as the university’s point of contact through which communication 

with the CIA occurs, and is responsible for coordinating the terms of the accreditation 
agreement as confirmed by the university and Institute. The specific duties and 
responsibilities of the AcA are outlined in the job description as approved by the AC. 

c. The appointment of the nominated AcA is subject to approval by the CIA. 
d. The AcA shall be familiar with the university’s culture and structure and shall 

collaborate with the chair of the actuarial program or department head, faculty, and 
course instructors to establish and maintain the university’s accreditation. This shall 
include having the ability to provide meaningful input, as appropriate within the 
university’s mechanism for curriculum development, as it relates to accredited course 
content. 

e. At a minimum the AcA shall have the following qualifications: 
i. The AcA shall hold the Fellow-level designation FCIA, or hold the FSA, 

FCAS, FIA, FIAA, or equivalent and be an Associate of the CIA; 
ii. The AcA shall have at least five years’ experience as a practising actuary or in 

actuarial education; and 
iii. The AcA shall be a CIA member in good standing, including current 

compliance with the Policy on Monitoring Compliance with the CPD 
Qualification Standard. 

f. A transitional period in which the university may fulfil this requirement through a 
part-time or consulting role for up to four years may be negotiated upon application. 
Should the CIA approve such a transitional period, the university would be eligible to 
receive provisional accreditation. The university shall apply for full accreditation at 
least six months prior to the end of the provisional accreditation period. 

g. Should the university wish to change its AcA for any reason (including temporarily 
accommodating short-term absences such as maternity or sabbatical leave), it shall 
inform the AC within one month of the university knowing of the change, and provide 
a rationale for the change as well as a timeline for instituting the change. The 
replacement AcA is subject to the approval of the CIA. The Eligibility and Education 
Council (EEC) reserves the right to institute a review of the university based on a 
change in AcA as it deems appropriate. 

h. Where a university loses its AcA due to attrition or other causes, the university shall 
inform the CIA within one month of the university knowing of the change, and be 
allowed a transitional period of up to three months to provide a suitable plan to 
address the vacancy. 

12. Education Syllabus Coverage 
a. The CIA education syllabus for Associate-level qualification at a minimum includes 

the learning objectives of the preliminary exams recognized by the CIA and for which 
exemptions may be granted to students. 

b. The CIA syllabus shall be covered by approved corresponding university courses to a 
minimum of 85 percent and shall contain the same amount of content of materials as 
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found in the education syllabus. 
c. It is expected that most syllabus content will be covered in two or more one-semester 

university courses, but may be covered by up to four courses. 
d. Where exact matches are not achieved and the university course material covers 

between 85 and 100 percent of the corresponding education syllabus, the university 
shall substitute additional course material that is meaningful to the profession. 

e. The AcA shall ensure that the material outside the education syllabus is relevant to the 
profession. 

f. The depth of coverage shall be likely to produce the knowledge and understanding 
consistent with the required standards for exemption and for those students passing the 
corresponding professional examinations recognized by the CIA. 

g. The timing of courses and the sequencing of material shall be likely to foster sufficient 
overall understanding. 

13. Course Grade Calculation 
a. At least 80 percent of the final student course grades used by the CIA for professional 

exam exemptions shall be achieved through university testing and examinations that in 
total have at least the same overall length, allowed materials, etc., as the corresponding 
professional examinations or, if there are no corresponding examinations, as 
prescribed by the CIA. 

b. The remaining 20 percent may be assessed in any reasonable fashion as agreed during 
the accreditation process. Some flexibility in this approach exists in respect of those 
courses taught outside the actuarial departments within the university as well as for 
courses with significant independent assignment and other test requirements. 

14. Minimum Grade for Student Exemptions 
a. The CIA shall approve a minimum grade for each course mapped to the CIA education 

syllabus. The CIA’s goal is to ensure to the greatest extent possible that the quality of 
students who receive professional exam exemptions is consistent with or better than 
the quality of candidates who pass the corresponding professional examinations. 

b. At a minimum, grades to qualify for exemptions shall be higher than VEE 
requirements. 

15. Course Outlines 
a. The university shall provide, upon request by the Institute, detailed course descriptions 

for all courses mapped to the education syllabus prior to the course start date. 
b. Course outlines shall include details of final grade calculation, ensuring that 80 per 

cent of the final grade is based on examination. 

16. Authority and Process 
a. Approval of accredited universities is formally made by the EEC upon the 

recommendation of the AC. 
b. The AC carries the responsibility of all operations of the CIA’s university 

accreditation system. The AC reports directly to the EEC. 
c. The primary mechanism that the AC uses to determine recommendations on 

accreditation to the EEC is an Accreditation Panel (AP) that is constituted by the AC 
for each university application for accreditation. 

17. Provisional Accreditation 
a. A university with provisional accreditation shall be accredited for an initial three-year 
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period during which the university shall apply for full accreditation. 
b. At a minimum, a university shall apply for full accreditation six months prior to the 

end of the accreditation period. 
c. A university with provisional accreditation status shall have the same authority as a 

university with full accreditation status. However, it may have specific requirements 
imposed on it by the AC. 

d. Provisional accreditation may be granted for up to four years where a university is 
fulfilling the role of the AcA on a part-time or consulting role basis. 

e. Provisionally-accredited universities shall be subject to annual review by the external 
examiner (EE), with a check-point review at approximately the six-month point of the 
first year of accreditation. 

18. Full Accreditation 
a. A university with full accreditation shall be accredited for a five-year period. 
b. Universities with full accreditation shall be subject to annual review by the EE, with a 

check-point review at approximately the six-month point of the first year of 
accreditation. 

c. A mid-term review shall be carried out at approximately the 30-month point. 
d. The university shall submit an application for renewal of full accreditation at least six 

months before the end of the accreditation period. 

19. Process for Accreditation 
a. The university prepares and submits an application to the AC using the official 

application. 
b. The AC appoints an AP. 
c. The AP reviews the application and conducts a site visit, if considered necessary, to 

the university, to review additional documentation, sample examinations, and exam 
scripts. 

d. The AP prepares a report, which is forwarded to the AC together with a 
recommendation. The recommendation shall include the courses that cover the 
education syllabus for which the university should be accredited, and the minimum 
grade required for exemption. 

e. The AC makes a recommendation to the EEC. 
f. The EEC makes a decision based on the recommendation, or requests further 

information from the AC. 
g. The decision of the EEC is communicated to the university, together with the AP 

report and the recommendation of the AC. 
h. Should the university be dissatisfied with the EEC’s decision, it may appeal to the CIA 

based on the appeal process approved by the Board. 

20. Panels 
a. Accreditation Panel 

The task of the AP is to assess the university’s application for accreditation based on the 
university satisfying the specific accreditation criteria. The AP shall consist of: 

i. At least two members of the AC; 
ii. One person who has recent experience teaching academic courses at a university; 

iii. One representative of the CIA Head Office, preferably either a staff actuary or 
senior education staff member; and 

iv. Other panel members as deemed necessary by the AC. 
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No member of the panel can have any current or past (within the last three years) association 
with the university being reviewed. The chair of the AC may not serve as chair of the AP. 

b. Review Panel 

The task of the Review Panel (RP) is to assess the university’s ongoing accreditation status at 
the request of the AC and/or EEC. The RP shall consist of at least the following members: 

i. At least one member of the AC; 
ii. One person who has recent experience as an actuarial academic; 

iii. One representative of the Head Office, preferably either a staff actuary or senior 
education staff member; and 

iv. Other panel members as deemed necessary by the AC. 

No member of the panel can have any current or past (within the last three years) association 
with the university being reviewed. The chair of the AC may not serve as chair of the RP. 

21. Program Review and Future Development 
a. University Mid-term Review 

i. The mid-term review shall be conducted for universities with full accreditation at 
approximately the 30-month point, or approximately 2.5 years into the 
accreditation period. 

ii. The review shall cover all criteria for accreditation, including the review of 
recommendations from any previous reviews, any changes to the program or 
academic staffing since the last review, and any other appropriate matters. 

iii. The university, through the AcA, is responsible for ensuring that it reports any 
item material to consideration of its accreditation. Such items should be reported 
to the AC as they arise and at the following review. 

iv. The AC may institute a review at any time should it deem necessary. 
v. The AC shall appoint an RP. 

vi. The RP shall request information from the CIA Head Office and the university as 
it deems necessary to conduct its review. 

vii. The RP shall request information it deems necessary to conduct its review. 
viii. A university site visit will not be required unless the chair of the RP deems it 

necessary. 
ix. The RP shall prepare a report to be submitted to the AC and shall include a 

recommendation to the AC regarding continued accreditation and under what 
conditions, if any. 

b. University Full-Term Review 
i. The full-term review shall be conducted for universities with full accreditation at 

approximately the 54-month point, or approximately 4.5 years into the 
accreditation period. 

ii. The review shall cover all criteria for accreditation, including the review of 
recommendations from any previous reviews, any changes to the program or 
academic staffing since the last review, and any other appropriate matters. 

iii. The university, through the AcA, is responsible for ensuring that it reports any 
item material to consideration of its accreditation. Such items should be reported 
to the AC as they arise and at the following review. 

iv. The AC may institute a review at any time should it deem necessary. 
v. The AC shall appoint an RP. 

vi. The RP shall follow the same process as outlined in the Mid-term Review. 
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22. University Accreditation Program Review 
a. The CIA shall conduct a formal review of the UAP after the first two academic years 

of the program, at a minimum, and subsequently as deemed necessary. 
b. The review shall include, but is not limited to: 

i. The policies and guidelines that govern the program; 
ii. The number and quality of students obtaining exemptions; 

iii. The results of individual university reviews; 
iv. Program budget, including revenue and expenses; 
v. University application fees and student exemption fees; 

vi. Feedback from education partners; and 
vii. Consideration of the merits of expanding accreditation to include program 

accreditation, rather than on a course-by-course basis. 

23. Student Exemptions 
a. The approval of student exemptions is formally made by the EEC upon 

recommendation of the AC. 
b. Students shall submit to the CIA an application accompanied by official transcripts for 

the courses completed as mapped to the CIA syllabus. 
c. Minimum acceptable grades for each course completed must be equal to or higher than 

the minimum passing grade approved by the CIA for that university as confirmed in 
their approved application for accreditation. 

d. Students who receive exemptions based on education received at a university that fails 
to maintain either full or provisional status and loses its accreditation shall not lose the 
exemptions received during the period that the university held provisional or full 
accreditation status. 

24. Fees 
a. A one-time application fee of $1,500 is due from each university at the time of its 

application. 
b. Students applying to the CIA for exemption from professional exams shall pay 80 

percent of the corresponding professional exam fee. 

 
Exemptions 
N/A 

 
Escalation Procedures/Management of Non-compliance with this Policy 
A university that fails to comply with this policy, which is outlined in the Accreditation 
Agreement, may lose its accreditation if the CIA and the university cannot agree on 
appropriate remedial action within a suitable timeframe. 

 
Definitions and Abbreviations 
AC: Accreditation Committee of the CIA. 

Accreditation Actuary (AcA): the university’s accreditation actuary, nominated and 
approved by the CIA. 

Accreditation Committee (AC): the CIA committee with overall responsibility for the 
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University Accreditation Program. 

Accreditation Panel (AP): the panel responsible for reviewing assigned university 
applications and for conducting the site visit. 

Actuarial program: an identifiable actuarial program, leading to at least a bachelor’s degree, 
which requires at least three years of full-time (or equivalent) study; or a master’s degree 
program, which requires at least one year of full-time (or equivalent) study, not a collection 
of subjects which correspond to the exemption requirements. 

Associate/ACIA: Associate of the Canadian Institute of Actuaries. 

Board: Board of Directors of the Canadian Institute of Actuaries. 

CAS: Casualty Actuarial Society. 

CERA: Chartered Enterprise Risk Analyst or Certified Enterprise Risk Analyst. 

CIA: Canadian Institute of Actuaries. 

Course outlines: course outlines as supplied by the university for accredited courses. 

External examiner (EE): external examiner appointed by the CIA to review accredited 
universities. 

EEC: Eligibility and Education Council of the CIA. 

Education syllabus: the professional education syllabus of the CIA. 

Exemption grade: minimum acceptable final student grade for accredited courses, approved 
by the CIA. 

FCAS: Fellow of the Casualty Actuarial Society. 

FSA: Fellow of the Society of Actuaries. 

Fellow/FCIA: Fellow of the Canadian Institute of Actuaries. 

Full accreditation: a university that is granted full accreditation shall have accreditation for a 
five-year period. 

Full-term review: a review conducted within six months of the end of an accreditation 
agreement. 

Full-time faculty member: a faculty member of the university who spends at least 65 percent 
of normal working time working for the university, doing actuarial-related work including 
research. 

Guidelines: University Accreditation Program Guidelines. 

IAA: International Actuarial Association. 

IAAus: Institute of Actuaries of Australia. 

IFA: Institute and Faculty of Actuaries (UK). 

Instructor: an individual employed by the university to teach courses eligible for exam 
exemptions. 

Mid-term review: a review conducted at approximately the 30-month point for universities 
with full accreditation. 

Part-time faculty member: a faculty member of the university who spends at least 30 percent 
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of normal working time working for the university, doing actuarial-related work including 
research. 

Professional examinations: the co-sponsored examinations of the SOA/CAS/CIA that cover 
the content of the shared education syllabus. 

Provisional accreditation: provisional accreditation is granted for an initial three-year period, 
during which the university must apply for full accreditation. 

RP: Review Panel. 

SOA: Society of Actuaries. 

The agreement: the accreditation agreement as entered into between the CIA and the 
university. 

The policy: the CIA University Accreditation Program Policy. 

The university: the university with which the CIA is entering into an Accreditation 
Agreement. 

 
Associated Documents 
History 

Guidelines 

CIA Education Syllabus (once available) 

 

References 

N/A 

 

Monitoring, Evaluation, and Review 

Approval date March 20, 2014 

Effective date March 20, 2014 

Approval authority Board 

Review owner EEC 

Prior review and revision dates  

Review cycle 5 years 

Next review date 2019 
 

Procedures 
N/A 

http://www.cia-ica.ca/docs/default-source/miscellaneous/histuape.pdf
http://www.cia-ica.ca/docs/default-source/2013/uapguidee.pdf

